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Proposal on a Linear Regression
being hardly affected by outliers

Matsuda Takeshi1,a) Kawaguchi Ryo†1 OhsugiKojune†1,b)

Abstract: In this study, we proposed a estimation method of a linear regression which is robust for outliers, and ap-
plied to the estimation of Michaelis constant in a simple case. Moreover, we compared our proposed method with the
conventional method, and showed the effectiveness of our proposed method.

1. Introduction

It is not rare that the given sample data includes some outliers.
Robust statistic deals with this kind of problems. A lot of algo-
rithm to remove outliers such as trimmed mean and M estimation
had been studied [1][2].

In this study, we proposed an algorithm of a linear regression
that is robust for outliers, and estimated the Michaelis constant
Km by using our proposed algorithm. Our proposed algorithm
is based on some linear classifier, called Exact Soft Confidence-
Weighted Learning (SCW) [2]. SCW is an algorithm on an online
supervised learning, but the estimation ofKm is not a supervised
learning. Therefore, we included some device in our proposed
algorithm to to apply algorithm of supervised learning. The data
of this study is the one that used for investigating the enzymatic
activity of Alkaline phosphatase (ALP). In the data of this study,
outliers appear in the range of 0< [S] < 1. To investigate the
effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, we generated some out-
liers artificially, and compared the estimation result of our pro-
posed algorithm and the least squares method as a conventional
method. As a result, we confirmed that our proposed algorithm
is less subject to outliers. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 explains on the Michaelis-Menten Equation
simply. Section 3 proposes an algorithm of a linear regression.
Section 4 shows the experiment of our proposed algorithm, and
Section 5 concludes this study.

2. Michaelis-Menten Equation

EnzymeE plays an important role in a chemical reaction of
animal and plant bodies. A material which is catalyzed by an en-
zyme is called a substrateS. An enzyme and a substrate reacts
and generates a complexES.

E + S→ ES (1)
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We assume that the rate constant of Eq. (1) isk1. A complex
ES is decomposed intoE andS (Eq. (3)), or becomes a reaction
productP (Eq. (4)).

ES→ E + S (2)

ES→ E + P (3)

We assume that the rate constant of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) isk2

andk3, respectively. The speed of reaction of the enzyme is de-
termined by [E] and [S]. Michaelis-Menten equation is derived
using steady-state approximation [3] in the following way.
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does not lie over a straight line. Therefore, the
Michaelis constantKm is estimated using the linear least squares
fitting. Let y = 1
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. Our goal isto compute the linear regressiony = ax+b

from the data{(xi , yi)}Ii=1. The parametersa andb are computed
as follows.
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The estimation results ofa andb may be influenced by outliers
including in data set. In this study, we proposed another estima-
tion method of the computation on the Michaelis constantKm.
We will introduce our proposed algorithm in the next section.

3. Algorithm

In this section, we propose an algorithm of a linear regression
estimator based on the online supervised learning which is called
SCW [2]. Therefore, firstly, we will overview the algorithm of
SCW.
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Fig. 1 MichaelisconstantKm

3.1 SCW
SCW is an online learning algorithm considered a soft mar-

gin learning, and is constructed by extending the confidence-
weighted learning (CW) [5]. The algorithms of CW and SCW
estimate the parameterw ∈ RN of the linear classifier

< w, s>=
N∑

n=1

wisi ,

wheres ∈ RN is an input data. In the supervised learning, we con-
sider some label datati associated to the input datasi . We assume
ti ∈ {1,−1} in this study. The algorithm of CW utilizes a normal
distributionN(µ,Σ) with mean vectorµ ∈ Rd and covariance ma-
trix Σ to determine the parameterw. It is assumed the parameter
w has a normal distributionN(µ,Σ), that is

w ∼ N(µ,Σ).

The algprithm of CW estimates the parameterw by using the in-
formation of the frequency of the data. For the high frequency
data, the update ofw becomes slower. On the other hand, the
update ofw becomes faster for the low frequency data. The opti-
mization problem of CW is written as follows.

(µn,Σn) = arg minµ,Σ KL (N(µ,Σ),N(µn,Σn))

subject to Pr[tn < w, sn >≥ 0] ≥ η. Here, 0≤ η ≤ 1 and KL(·, ·)
denotes the Kullback Leibler information.

KL(A(x), B(x)) =
∫

A(x) log
A(x)
B(x)

dx.

The restrectioncondition Pr[tn < w, sn >≥ 0] ≥ η can be rewirt-
ten as

tn < µ, sn >≥ Φ−1(η)
√
< sn,Σsn >,

whereΦ is the cumulative function of the normal distribution.
The algorithm of SCW is obtained from the following optimiza-
tion problem.

(µn,Σn) = arg minµ,Σ KL (N(µ,Σ),N(µn,Σn))

subject to

max
(
0,Φ−1(η)

√
< sn,Σsn > − tn < µ, sn >

)
= 0.

SCWallows some error of probability (1− η) and stops a rapidly
change of the parameterw. The update rules of the parameterµ

andΣ of SCW are obtained from

µn+1 = µn + αntnΣnsn

Σn+1 = Σn − βnΣnsT
nsnΣn,

where
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The data forestimating the Michaelis constantKm has not la-
bel datatn ∈ {−1,1}. Therefore, we need some idea to apply the
algorithm of SCW to our proposed algorithm.

3.2 Proposed Algorithm
Here, we propose an algorithm of linear regression estimator

in the following way.
(Step 1)
Let {(xn, yn)}Nn=1 be a sample.
(Step 2)
Compute the average coordinate of{(xn, yn)}Nn=1

xr =
1
N

N∑
n=1

xn,

yr =
1
N

N∑
n=1

yn,

and transform (xn, yn) into

Xn = xn − xr ,

Yn = yn − yr

(Step 3)
Compute the eigenvectorp = (p1, p2) corresponding to the first
principal component of the variance covariance matrix

1
N
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n
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and the line

y =
p2

p1
x

(Step 4)
If Yn >

p2

p1
Xn (resp. Yn ≤ p2

p1
Xn), then wegive the label

(Xn,Yn, zn = +1) (resp. (Xn, yn, zn = −1)).
(Step 5)
Compute the parameterw1 andw2 of

w1X + w2Y = 0
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by using the algorithm of SCW.
(Step 6)
By substituting the transforms of (Step 2), we have

y = −w1

w2
x+
w1xr + w2yr
w2

= ax+ b.

In theprocess of (Step 4), we give the label data{+1,−1} by us-
ing the eigenvector (the first principal component) of the vari-
ance - covariance matrix. The line through the average coordi-
nate (xr , yr ) with the slope−w1

w2
may fit to thedata{(Xn,Yn)}Nn=1 if

the data does not have outliers. In this study, we will give some
outliers artificially and investigate the behavior of our proposed
algorithm and conventional method.

4. Experiment

In this section, we will do an experiment using real data.

4.1 Experiment Data
Firstly, we explain the real data of this study. Our data of this

study is composed of

E : Alkaline phosphatase (ALP)
S : p-Nitrophenyl phosphate (pNPP)
P : p-Nitrophenol (pNP)

This chemical experiment investigate the reaction mass of pNP
and the enzymatic activity of ALP using the substrate pNPP under
the condition without the factor of hindrance. ALP is an enzyme
distributed over a liver, a bone and a small intestine and using for
the study of the bone metabolism. Table 1 is the specific data of
[S] and 1

v
.

Table 1 Data ofS andv
[S] (mM) v (µ mol/min) 1

[S]
1
v

0.05 0.004478 20 223.3
0.1 0.007518 10 133.02
0.2 0.011751 5 85.1
0.5 0.017284 2 57.86
1 0.020835 1 47.99
2 0.02391 0.5 41,82
5 0.0259 0.2 38.61
10 0.02605 0.1 38.39

We used8 data set{(xn j , yn j )}
N j

n j=1, ( j = 1,2, · · · ,8) to estimate the
constants of the line

1
v
=

Km

Vmax

1
[S]
+

1
Vmax
.

4.2 Experiment Results
Here,we will show the result of our proposed method and the

conventional method (linear least squares fitting). The red line
and green line of the Fig 3 and Fig 4 indicate the result of our
proposed method and the conventional method, respectively. Fig
3 and 4 are obtained from the data set No. 1 and No. 2, respec-
tively.

It can be seen that almost of the data of Fig 3 are lying on some

Fig. 2 Experiment result1

line. Therefore, it may be considered that the result of our pro-
posed method and the conventional method coincide almost. On
the other hand, the data of Fig 4 are scattered from some line.
Therefore, the result of our proposed method is different from
the one of the conventional method. To compare our proposed
method and the conventional method, we will compute the dis-
tance from the data to the fitting line. The residual sum of squares
are minimized in the linear least squares fitting. In this study, we
compute the sum of the length of a perpendicular lowered to the
fitting line from the data coordinate. We summarized the compu-
tation result of the sum of the length of a perpendicular in Table
2.

Table 2 The distance between a data and a line
Number of data set Proposed Method Conventional Method

1 0.846 0.848
2 6.258 7.182
3 3.383 3.609
4 1.902 1.962
5 2.402 2.41
6 0.690 0.691
7 1.019 1.031
8 0.689 0.691

We can seethat results of our proposed method and the conven-
tional method are almost the same with the exception of the data
set No. 2 and No. 3. In all cases, the distance between a data
and a line of our proposed method is smaller than the one of the
conventional method. The purpose of this study is to propose the
estimation method that is less subject to outliers. Therefore, we
investigate the behavior of our proposed method and the conven-
tional method by giving an outlier.

4.3 Experiment for Outliers
To investigate the Influence by outliers, We changed the part of

the data set No. 1 (the data of Table 1) to an outlier. Here, we call
the data set No. 1 the original data. The red line and the green line
of Fig 5, 6, 7 and 8 indicate the estimation result of our proposed
method and the conventional method, respectively. Moreover, the
dotted line is the estimation result of the conventional method us-
ing the original data. Fig 5 was obtained by changing the data
( 1

[S] ,
1
v
) = (10,133.02) of Table1 into (10,100). From Fig 5, we

can see that the influence by an outlier concerning the parameter
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Fig. 3 Experimentresult 1 on outliers

estimation of our proposed method is smaller than the one of the
conventional method. We summarized the changed point in Table
3.

Table 3 Outliers data
Number of figure Outlier

Fig 5 (10,133.02)→ (10,100)
Fig 6 (10,133.02)→ (10,70)
Fig 7 (10,133.02)→ (10,180)
Fig 8 (10,133.02)→ (10,210)

Fig. 4 Experimentresult 2 on outliers

Fig. 5 Experimentresult 3 on outliers

In any cases of Fig 5, 6, 7 and 8, we can see that our proposed
method is robust by comparing with the conventional method be-
cause the estimated line of our proposed method is closely to the
dotted line. Therefore, it may be said that our proposed method
achieved our purpose. Namely, our proposed method may be ro-
bust slightly for outliers in this experiment of the estimation on

Fig. 6 Experimentresult 4 on outliers

the Michaelis constant by comparing to the conventional method.
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